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A KIRCHBERG TYPE TENSOR THEOREM FOR OPERATOR
SYSTEMS
KYUNG HOON HAN
Abstract. We construct operator systems CI that are universal in the sense that
all operator systems can be realized as their quotients. They satisfy the operator
system lifting property. Without relying on the theorem by Kirchberg, we prove the
Kirchberg type tensor theorem
CI bmin BpHq “ CI bmax BpHq.
Combining this with a result of Kavruk, we give a new operator system theoretic
proof of Kirchberg’s theorem and show that Kirchberg’s conjecture is equivalent to its
operator system analogue
CI bmin CI “ CI bc CI .
It is natural to ask whether the universal operator systems CI are projective objects
in the category of operator systems. We show that an operator system from which
all unital completely positive maps into operator system quotients can be lifted is
necessarily one-dimensional. Moreover, a finite dimensional operator system satisfying
a perturbed lifting property can be represented as the direct sum of matrix algebras.
We give an operator system theoretic approach to the Effros-Haagerup lifting theorem.
1. Introduction
Every Banach space can be realized as a quotient of ℓ1pIq for a suitable choice of
index set I. Moreover, every linear map ϕ : ℓ1pIq Ñ E{F lifts to ϕ˜ : ℓ1pIq Ñ E with
}ϕ˜} ă p1 ` εq}ϕ}. On noncommutative sides, ‘1Tni (respectively C
˚pFq) plays such
a role in the category of operator spaces (respectively C˚-algebras). The purpose of
this paper is to find operator systems that play such a role in the category of operator
systems.
We construct operator systems CI that are universal in the sense that all operator
systems can be realized as their quotients. The method of construction is motivated by
[Bl, Proposition 3.1] and the coproduct of operator systems [F, KL]. The index set I
is chosen to be sufficiently large that we can index the set S`}¨}ď1 of positive contractive
elements in an operator system S. The operator system CI is realized as the infinite
coproduct of tMk ‘MkukPN admitting copies of Mk ‘Mk up to the cardinality of I.
We prove that the operator systems CI satisfy the operator system lifting property:
for any unital C˚-algebra A with its closed ideal I and the quotient map π : A Ñ A{I,
every unital completely positive map ϕ : CI Ñ A{I lifts to a unital completely positive
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map ϕ˜ : CI Ñ A. It is helpful to picture the situation using the commutative diagram
A
π

CI
ϕ˜
<<②
②
②
②
② ϕ // A{I.
For a free group F and a Hilbert space H , Kirchberg [Ki, Corollary 1.2] proved that
C˚pFq bmin BpHq “ C
˚pFq bmax BpHq.
The proof was later simplified in [P2] and [FP] using operator space theory and operator
system theory, respectively. Kirchberg’s theorem is striking if we recall that C˚pFq and
BpHq are universal objects in the C˚-algebra category: every C˚-algebra is a C˚-
quotient of C˚pFq and a C˚-subalgebra of BpHq for suitable choices of F and H .
For suitable choices of I and H , every operator system is a subsystem of BpHq by
the Choi-Effros theorem [CE] and is a quotient of CI which is proved in Section 3. We
will prove a Kirchberg type tensor theorem
CI bmin BpHq “ CI bmax BpHq
in Section 4. The proof is independent of Kirchberg’s theorem. Combining this with
Kavruk’s idea [Ka2], we give a new operator system theoretic proof of Kirchberg’s
theorem.
We also prove that the operator system analogue
CI bmin CI “ CI bc CI
of Kirchberg’s conjecture
C˚pFq bmin C
˚pFq “ C˚pFq bmax C
˚pFq
is equivalent to Kirchberg’s conjecture itself.
In the final section, we consider several lifting problems of completely positive maps.
It is natural to ask whether the universal operator system CI is a projective object in
the category of operator systems. In other words, for any operator system S and its
kernel J , does every unital completely positive map ϕ : CI Ñ S{J lift to a unital
completely positive map ϕ˜ : CI Ñ S? The answer is negative in an extreme manner.
An operator system satisfying such a lifting property is necessarily one-dimensional.
This is essentially due to Archimedeanization of quotients [PT]. Even though some
perturbation is allowed, there is also rigidity: for a finite dimensional operator system
E and a faithful state ω, the following are equivalent:
(i) if ε ą 0 and ϕ : E Ñ S{J is a completely positive map for an operator system
S and its kernel J , then there exists a self-adjoint lifting ϕ˜ : E Ñ S of ϕ such
that ϕ˜` εω1S is completely positive;
(ii) E is unitally completely order isomorphic to the direct sum of matrix algebras.
In order to prove it, we give a characterization of nuclearity via the projectivity and
the minimal tensor product: an operator system S is nuclear if and only if
idS b Φ : S bmin T1 Ñ S bmin T2
is a quotient map for any quotient map Φ : T1 Ñ T2.
Finally, we present an operator system theoretic approach to the Effros-Haagerup
lifting theorem [EH].
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2. Preliminaries
Let S and T be operator systems. Following [KPTT1], an operator system structure
on S b T is defined as a family of cones MnpS bτ T q
` satisfying:
(T1) pS b T , tMnpS bτ T q
`u8n“1, 1S b 1T q is an operator system denoted by S bτ T ,
(T2) MmpSq
` bMnpT q
` ĂMmnpS bτ T q
` for all m,n P N, and
(T3) if ϕ : S Ñ Mm and ψ : T Ñ Mn are unital completely positive maps, then
ϕb ψ : S bτ T ÑMmn is a unital completely positive map.
By an operator system tensor product, we mean a mapping τ : O ˆO Ñ O, such that
for every pair of operator systems S and T , we have that τpS, T q is an operator system
structure on SbT , and denote it by Sbτ T . We call an operator system tensor product
τ functorial, if the following property is satisfied:
(T4) for any operator systems S1,S2, T1, T2 and unital completely positive maps ϕ :
S1 Ñ T1, ψ : S2 Ñ T2, the map ϕ b ψ : S1 b S2 Ñ T1 b T2 is unital completely
positive.
Given a linear mapping ϕ : V Ñ W between vector spaces, its n-th amplification
ϕn : MnpV q Ñ MnpW q is defined as ϕnprxi,jsq “ rϕpxi,jqs. For operator systems S and
T , we put
MnpS bmin T q
` “ tX PMnpS b T q : pϕb ψqnpXq PM
`
nkl for all unital
completely positive maps ϕ : S ÑMk, ψ : T ÑMlu.
Then the family tMnpS bmin T q
`u8n“1 is an operator system structure on S bT . More-
over, if we let ιS : S Ñ BpHq and ιT : T Ñ BpKq be any unital complete order
embeddings, then this is the operator system structure on S b T arising from the em-
bedding ιS b ιT : S b T Ñ BpH b Kq [KPTT1, Theorem 4.4]. We call the operator
system pS b T , tMnpS bmin T qu
8
n“1, 1S b 1T q the minimal tensor product of S and T
and denote it by S bmin T .
The mapping min : OˆO Ñ O sending pS, T q to SbminT is an injective, associative,
symmetric and functorial operator system tensor product. The positive cone of the
minimal tensor product is the largest among all possible positive cones of operator
system tensor products at each matrix level [KPTT1, Theorem 4.6]. The operator
system minimal tensor product A bmin B of unital C
˚-algebras A and B is a dense
subsystem of C˚-minimal tensor product AbC˚min B [KPTT1, Corollary 4.10].
For operator systems S and T , we put
Dmaxn pS, T q “ tαpP bQqα
˚ : P PMkpSq
`, Q PMlpT q
`, α PMn,kl, k, l P Nu.
This is a matrix ordering on S b T with order unit 1S b 1T . Let tMnpS bmax T q
`u8n“1
be the Archimedeanization of the matrix ordering tDmaxn pS, T qu
8
n“1. Then it can be
written as
MnpS bmax T q
` “ tX PMnpS b T q : @ε ą 0, X ` εIn b 1S b 1T P D
max
n pS, T qu.
We call the operator system pSbT , tMnpSbmaxT q
`u8n“1, 1Sb1T q the maximal operator
system tensor product of S and T and denote it by S bmax T .
The mapping max : O ˆ O Ñ O sending pS, T q to S bmax T is an associative,
symmetric and functorial operator system tensor product. The positive cone of the
maximal tensor product is the smallest among all possible positive cones of operator
system tensor products at each matrix level [KPTT1, Theorem 5.5]. The operator
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system maximal tensor product A bmax B of unital C
˚-algebras A and B is a dense
subsystem of C˚-maximal tensor product AbC˚max B [KPTT1, Theorem 5.12].
For completely positive maps ϕ : S Ñ BpHq and ψ : T Ñ BpHq, let ϕ ¨ψ : S b T Ñ
BpHq be the map given on simple tensors by pϕ ¨ ψqpxb yq “ ϕpxqψpyq. We put
MnpS bc T q
` “ tX PMnpSbT q : pϕ ¨ ψqnpXq ě 0 for all completely positive maps
ϕ : S Ñ BpHq, ψ : T Ñ BpHq with commuting rangesu.
Then the family tMnpS bc T q
`u8n“1 is an operator system structure on S b T . We call
the operator system pS b T , tMnpS bc T qu
8
n“1, 1S b 1T q the commuting tensor product
of S and T and denote it by S bc T . If A is a unital C
˚-algebra and S is an operator
system, then we have
Abc S “ Abmax S
[KPTT1, Theorem 6.7]. Hence, the maximal tensor product and the commuting tensor
product are two different means of extending the C˚-maximal tensor product from the
category of C˚-algebras to operator systems.
For an inclusion S Ă BpHq, we let S bel T be the operator system with underlying
space S b T whose matrix ordering is induced by the inclusion S b T Ă BpHq bmax T .
We call the operator system Sbel T the enveloping left operator system tensor product
of S and T . The mapping el : O ˆO Ñ O sending pS, T q to S bel T is a left injective
functorial operator system tensor product. Here, S bel T is independent of the choice
of any injective operator system containing S instead of BpHq.
Given an operator system S, we call J Ă S the kernel, provided that it is the kernel
of a unital completely positive map from S to another operator system. If we define a
family of positive cones MnpS{J q
` on MnpS{J q as
MnpS{J q
` :“ trxi,j ` J si,j : @ε ą 0, Dki,j P J , εIn b 1S ` rxi,j ` ki,jsi,j PMnpSq
`u,
then pS{J , tMnpS{J q
`u8n“1, 1S{J q satisfies all the conditions of an operator system
[KPTT2, Proposition 3.4]. We call this the quotient operator system. With this defini-
tion, the first isomorphism theorem can be proved: If ϕ : S Ñ T is a unital completely
positive map with J Ă kerϕ, then the map rϕ : S{J Ñ T given by rϕpx`J q “ ϕpxq is
a unital completely positive map from Proposition 3.6 in the same paper. In particular,
when
MnpS{J q
` “ trxi,j ` J si,j : Dki,j P J , rxi,j ` ki,jsi,j PMnpSq
`u
for all n P N, we call the kernel J completely order proximinal.
Since the kernel J in an operator system S is a closed subspace, the operator space
structure of S{J can be interpreted in two ways: first, as the operator space quotient
and second, as the operator space structure induced by the operator system quotient.
The two matrix norms can be different. For a specific example, see [KPTT2, Example
4.4].
For a unital completely positive surjection ϕ : S Ñ T , we call ϕ : S Ñ T a complete
order quotient map [H, Definition 3.1] if for any Q in MnpT q
` and ε ą 0, we can take
an element P in MnpSq so that it satisfies
P ` εIn b 1S PMnpSq
` and ϕnpP q “ Q,
or equivalently, if for any Q in MnpT q
` and ε ą 0, we can take a positive element P in
MnpSq satisfying
ϕnpP q “ Q` εIn b 1S .
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This definition is compatible with [FKP, Proposition 3.2]: every strictly positive element
lifts to a strictly positive element. An element x P S is called strictly positive if there
exists δ ą 0 such that x ě δ1S . The map ϕ : S Ñ T is a complete order quotient map if
and only if the induced map rϕ : S{ kerϕÑ T is a unital complete order isomorphism.
In other operator system references, this is termed a complete quotient map. To avoid
confusion with complete quotient maps in operator space theory, we use the terminology
of a complete order quotient map throughout this paper. In this paper, we say that a
linear map Φ : V ÑW for operator spaces V and W is a complete quotient map if Φn
maps the open unit ball of MnpV q onto the open unit ball of MnpW q. When ϕ : S Ñ T
is a complete order quotient map (respectively a complete order embedding), we will
use the special type arrow as ϕ : S ։ T (respectively ϕ : S ãÑ T ) throughout the
paper.
The normed space dual S˚ of an operator system S is matrix ordered by the cones
MnpS
˚q` “ tcompletely positive maps from S to Mnu,
where we identify rϕi,js P MnpS
˚q with the mapping x P S ÞÑ rϕi,jpxqs P Mn. Unfortu-
nately, duals of operator systems fail to be operator systems in general due to the lack
of matrix order unit. When S is finite-dimensional, there exists a state ω0 on S such
that pS˚, tMnpS
˚q`unPN, ω0q is an operator system [CE, Corollary 4.5]. In fact, we can
show that every faithful state on S plays such a role by the compactness of S`}¨}“1.
Let f (respectively g) be a state on MnpSq (respectively MnpT q). We identify a
subsystem Mn b C1S of MnpSq (respectively Mn b C1T of MnpT q) with Mn. We
call pf, gq a compatible pair whenever f |Mn “ g|Mn. An operator system structure is
defined on the amalgamated direct sum S ‘ T {xp1S ,´1T qy identifying each order unit.
For s PMnpSq and t PMnpT q, we define
(1) ps` tq˚ “ s˚ ` t˚,
(2) s` t ě 0 if and only if fpsq ` gptq ě 0 for all compatible pairs pf, gq.
This operator system is denoted by S‘1T and called the coproduct of operator systems
S and T . The canonical inclusion from S (respectively T ) into S ‘1 T is a complete
order embedding. The coproducts of operator systems satisfy the universal property:
for unital completely positive maps ϕ : S Ñ R and ψ : T Ñ R, there is a unique unital
completely positive map Φ : S‘1 T Ñ R that extends both ϕ and ψ, i.e. such that the
diagram
S
_

ϕ
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
S ‘1 T
Φ //❴❴❴❴❴❴ R
T
?
OO
ψ
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
commutes [F, Proposition 3.3]. The coproduct S ‘1 T can be realized as a quotient
operator system. The map
s` t P S ‘1 T ÞÑ 2ps, tq ` x1S ,´1T y P S ‘ T {x1S ,´1T y
is a unital complete order isomorphism [Ka1].
We refer to [KPTT1], [KPTT2], [Ka1] and [F] for general information on tensor
products, quotients, duals and coproducts of operator systems.
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3. Universal operator systems CI
The coproduct of two operator systems can be generalized to any family of operator
systems in a way parallel to [F]. Suppose that tSιuιPI is a family of operator systems.
We consider their algebraic direct sum ‘ιPISι consisting of finitely supported elements
and its subspace
N “ spantnι1 ´ nι2 P ‘ιPISι : ι1, ι2 P Iu,
where
nι0pιq “
#
1Sι0 , ι “ ι0
0, otherwise.
The algebraic quotient
p‘ιPISιq{N
can be regarded as an amalgamated direct sum of tSιuιPI identifying all order units 1Sι
over ι P I. We denote general elements in Mnpp‘ιPISιq{Nq in brief byÿ
ιPF
xι, where xι PMnpSιq, F is a finite subset of I.
Let ωι be a state on MnpSιq for each ι P F . We identify each subsystem Mn b C1Sι
of MnpSιq with Mn. Whenever ωι1 |Mn “ ωι2|Mn for each ι1, ι2 P F , we call the family
tωιuιPF compatible. On Mnpp‘ιPISιq{Nq, we define the involution by
p
ÿ
ιPF
xιq
˚ “
ÿ
ιPF
x˚ι
and the positive cone asÿ
ιPF
xι PMnpp‘ιPISιq{Nq
` iff
ÿ
ιPF
ωιpxιq ě 0
for any compatible family tωιuιPF of states. The triple
pp‘ιPISιq{N, tMnpp‘ιPISιq{Nq
`unPN, nι `Nq
is denoted by ‘1tSι : ι P Iu and called the coproduct of operator systems tSιuιPI . The
following is an immediate generalization of the results on the coproduct of two operator
systems studied in [F] to any family of operator systems.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that tSιuιPI (respectively tAιuιPI) is a family of operator
systems (respectively unital C˚-algebras). Then
(i) ‘1tSι : ι P Iu is an operator system;
(ii) for any subset J Ă I, the inclusion
‘1tSι : ι P Ju Ă ‘1tSι : ι P Iu
is completely order isomorphic;
(iii) for unital completely positive maps ϕι : Sι Ñ R, there exists unique unital
completely positive map Φ : ‘1tSι : ι P Iu Ñ R which extends all ϕι, i.e. such
that the diagram
Sι
_

ϕι
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
‘1tSι : ι P Iu
Φ //❴❴❴❴❴❴ R
commutes;
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(iv) we have
ř
ιPF xι P Mnp‘1tSι : ι P Iuq
` if and only if there exist αι P Mn for
ι P F such thatÿ
ιPF
αι “ 0 and xι ` αι b 1Sι PMnpSιq
`;
(v) the coproduct ‘1tAι : ι P Iu is an operator subsystem of the unital C
˚-algebra
free product ˚ιPIAι.
The following is an immediate generalization of [Ka2, Proposition 4.7] to any finite
family of operator systems.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that S1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Sn are operator systems and
N “ spantni ´ nj P S1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Sn : 1 ď i, j ď nu pnipjq “ δi,j1Siq.
Then, N is a kernel in S1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Sn and the map
nÿ
i“1
xi P S1 ‘1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘1 Sn ÞÑ npxiq `N P S1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Sn{N
is a unital complete order isomorphism.
Suppose that I is an index set and tIkukPN is a sequence of index sets having the
same cardinality as I. Let MkpCpr0, 1sqqιk denote the copy of MkpCpr0, 1sqq for each
index ιk P Ik. We denote the copy of 1 P Cpr0, 1sq (respectively t P Cpr0, 1sq) in
MkpCpr0, 1sqιk by 1ιk (respectively tιk). For each ιk P Ik, we let Cιk be an operator
subsystem of MkpCpr0, 1sqιk generated by
teij b 1ιk : 1 ď i, j ď ku and teij b tιk : 1 ď i, j ď ku.
We define the operator system CI as the coproduct
‘1tCιk : k P N, ιk P Iku.
The operator system CI depends only on the cardinality of the index set I.
Proposition 3.3. The operator system CI is unitally completely order isomorphic to
the coproduct
‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : k P N, ιk P Iku.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that each Cιk is unitally completely order isomorphic to
the direct sum Mk ‘Mk. For α, β PMnk, we have
α b 1ιk ` β b tιk is positive in MnpCιkq
ô α b 1` β b t is positive in MnpMkpCpr0, 1sqqq
ô @t P r0, 1s, fptq “ α ` tβ PM`nk (since MnpMkpCpr0, 1sqqq » Cpr0, 1s,Mnkq)
ô α, α` β PM`nk (because f is affine).
Hence, the mapping
α b 1ιk ` β b tιk P Cιk ÞÑ pα, α` βq PMk ‘Mk, α, β PMk
is a unital complete order isomorphism. 
A C˚-cover pA, ιq of an operator system S is a unital C˚-algebra A with a unital
complete order embedding ι : S ãÑ A such that ιpSq generates A as a C˚-algebra.
The enveloping C˚-algebra C˚e pSq is a C
˚-cover of S satisfying the universal minimal
property: for any C˚-cover ι : S ãÑ A, there is a unique unital ˚-homomorphism
π : A Ñ C˚e pSq
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such that πpιpxqq “ x for all x P S [Ham].
Let S be an operator subsystem of T . We say that S is relatively weakly injective in
T if
S bc R ãÑ T bc R
for any operator system R. The following are equivalent [Bh, Theorem 4.1]:
(i) S is relatively weakly injective in T ;
(ii) S bc C
˚pF8q ãÑ T bc C
˚pF8q;
(iii) for any unital completely positive map ϕ : S Ñ BpHq, there exists a unital
completely positive map Φ : T Ñ ϕpSq2 such that Φ|S “ ϕ.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that I is an index set and tIkukPN is a sequence of index sets
having the same cardinality as I. Then,
(i) the unital C˚-algebra free product
˚kPN,ιkPIkMkpCpr0, 1sqqιk
is a C˚-cover of CI ;
(ii) the unital C˚-algebra free product
˚kPN,ιkPIkpMk ‘Mkqιk
is a C˚-envelope of CI ;
(iii) for a unital C˚-algebra A, every unital completely positive map ϕ : CI Ñ A has
completely positive extensions
Φ : ˚kPN,ιkPIkMkpCpr0, 1sqqιk Ñ A and Ψ : ˚kPN,ιkPIkpMk ‘Mkqιk Ñ A;
(iv) CI is relatively weakly injective in both
˚kPN,ιkPIkMkpCpr0, 1sqqιk and ˚kPN,ιkPIk pMk ‘Mkqιk .
Proof. (i) By Proposition 3.1 (iv), (v), we haveř
ιkPF
xιk PMnpCIq
`
ô Dαιk PMn,
ř
ιkPF
αιk “ 0 and xιk ` αιk b 1Cιk PMnpCιkq
`
ô Dαιk PMn,
ř
ιkPF
αιk “ 0 and xιk ` αιk b 1Cιk PMnpMkpCpr0, 1sqqιkq
`
ô
ř
ιkPF
xιk PMnp‘1tMkpCpr0, 1sqqιk : k P N, ιk P Ikuq
`
ô
ř
ιkPF
xιk PMnp˚kPN,ιkPIkMkpCpr0, 1sqqιkq
`.
Hence, CI is an operator subsystem of ˚kPN,ιkPIkMkpCpr0, 1sqqιk. By the Weierstrass
approximation theorem, each Cιk generates MkpCpr0, 1sqqιk as a C
˚-algebra. Hence,
˚kPN,ιkPIkMkpCpr0, 1sqqιk is a C
˚-cover of CI .
(ii) The proof is motivated by [FP, Theorem 2.6]. Suppose that
CI Ă BpHq and ˚kPN,ιkPIk pMk ‘Mkqιk Ă BpKq.
Let A be a C˚-algebra generated by CI in BpHq. By the Arveson extension theorem, the
canonical inclusion from CI “ ‘1tpMk‘Mkqιk : k P N, ιk P Iku into ˚kPN,ιkPIkpMk‘Mkqιk
extends to a unital completely positive map ρ : AÑ BpKq. Then letting ρ “ V ˚πp¨qV
be a minimal Stinespring decomposition of ρ for a ˚-representation π : AÑ Bp pKq and
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an isometry V : K Ñ pK, we have the commutative diagram
A
π //
ρ
++❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳ Bp pKq
V ˚¨ V

CI
?
OO
Ă ˚kPN,ιkPIkpMk ‘Mkqιk Ă BpKq.
For a unitary matrix U in pMk ‘Mkqιk (U need not be unitary in A), we can write
πpUq in the operator matrix form
πpUq “
ˆ
U B
C D
˙
.
Since U is unitary in BpKq and
1 “ }U} ď }
ˆ
U B
C D
˙
} “ }πpUq} ď 1,
we have B “ 0 “ C by the C˚-axiom. It follows that ρ is multiplicative on
U :“ tU P pUpkq ‘ Upkqqιk : k P N, ιk P Iku.
By the spectral theorem, every matrix can be written as a linear combination of unitary
matrices. It follows that the set U generates A as a C˚-algebra. We can regard ρ as a
surjective ˚-homomorphism from A onto ˚kPN,ιkPIkpMk ‘Mkqιk . Hence, ˚kPN,ιkPIkpMk ‘
Mkqιk is the universal quotient of all C
˚-algebras generated by CI .
(iii) Since each Cιk is unitally completely order isomorphic to Mk ‘ Mk which is
injective, there exists a unital completely positive projection
Pιk : MkpCpr0, 1sqqιk Ñ Cιk .
By [B, Theorem 3.1], the unital free products
˚kPN,ιkPIkpϕ|Cιk ˝ Pιkq : ˚kPN,ιkPIkMkpCpr0, 1sqqιk Ñ A
and
˚kPN,ιkPIkϕ|Cιk : ˚kPN,ιkPIkpMk ‘Mkqιk Ñ A
are completely positive extensions of ϕ.
(iv) Let ϕ : CI Ñ BpHq be a unital completely positive map. The double commutant
ϕpSq2 of its range is a C˚-algebra. The relative weak injectivity follows from (iii) and
[Bh, Theorem 4.1]. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that S is an operator system and S`}¨}ď1 is indexed by a set I.
Then, S is an operator system quotient of CI . Furthermore, the kernel is completely
order proximinal and every positive element x PMkpSq can be lifted to a positive element
x˜ PMkpCIq with }x˜} ď k
2}x}.
Proof. Let tIkukPN be a sequence of index sets with the same cardinality as I. Then each
element in MkpSq
`
}¨}ď1 can be indexed by Ik. Suppose that S Ă BpHq. Then for each
index ιk P Ik, we define a unital completely positive map Φιk : MkpCpr0, 1sqqιk Ñ BpHq
as
Φιkpα b fq “
1
k
`
et
1
¨ ¨ ¨ etk
˘
α b fpxιkq
¨˝
e1
...
ek
‚˛“ 1
k
ÿ
i,j
αi,jfpxιkqi,j,
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where xιk P MkpSq
`
}¨}ď1 and each ei is a column vector. Let ϕιk : Cιk Ñ S be its
restriction on Cιk . By Proposition 3.1 (iii), there exists a unital completely positive
map Φ : CI Ñ S which extends all ϕιk over ιk P Ik, k P N. Since S
`
}¨}ď1 is contained in
the range of Φ, Φ is surjective.
Choose an element xιk PMkpSq
`
}¨}“1. From
ΦkpkrEij b tιksi,jq “ rkΦpEij b tιkqsi,j “ rxιkpi, jqsi,j “ xιk
and
krEi,j b tιksi,j “ krEijsi,j b tιk “ k
¨˝
e1
...
en
‚˛`et
1
¨ ¨ ¨ etn
˘
b tιk PMk2pCpr0, 1sqq
`,
we see that Φ : CI Ñ S is a complete order quotient map whose kernel is completely
order proximinal. Moreover, we have
}krEi,j b tιk si,j}MkpCpr0,1sqq “ }krEi,jsi,j}
“ k}
¨˝
e1
...
ek
‚˛`et
1
¨ ¨ ¨ etk
˘
}
“ k}
`
et
1
¨ ¨ ¨ etk
˘ ¨˝e1...
ek
‚˛}
“ k2.

We define the operator system C1 as the coproduct
‘1tMk ‘Mk : k P Nu.
Note that C1 “ CI when |I| “ 1.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that an operator system S is a countable union of its finite
dimensional subsystems. Then, S is an operator system quotient of C1.
Proof. First, we show that every finite dimensional operator system is an operator
system quotient of CN. Let E be a finite dimensional operator system. We index a
countable dense subset Dk ofMkpEq
`
}¨}ď1 by N. Define a unital completely positive map
Φ : CN Ñ E as in Theorem 3.5. Since the range of Φ is a dense subspace of a finite
dimensional space E, Φ is surjective.
Choose ε ą 0 and an element x in MkpEq
`
}¨}ď1. Since E is finite dimensional, the
inverse of Φ˜ : CN{KerΦÑ E is completely bounded. Let
}Φ˜´1 : E Ñ CN{KerΦ}cb ďM.
Take y P Dk so that }x´ y} ď
ε
2M
. Since }Φ˜´1k px´ yq} ď
ε
2
, we have
Φ˜´1k px´ yq `
ε
2
Ik b 1CN{KerΦ PMkpCN{KerΦq
`.
There exists a positive element z in MkpCNq satisfying
z `KerΦk “ Φ˜
´1
k px´ yq ` εIk b 1CN{KerΦ,
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which implies
Φkpzq “ Φ˜kpz `KerΦq “ x´ y ` εIk b 1E.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we can take a positive element y˜ in MkpCNq such that
Φkpy˜q “ y. It follows that
Φkpz ` y˜q “ px´ y ` εIk b 1Eq ` y “ x` εIk b 1E .
Hence, E is an operator system quotient of CN.
Next, we show that CN is an operator system quotient of C1. We enumerate the
coproduct summands of CN as
pM1 ‘M1q1, pM1 ‘M1q2, pM2 ‘M2q1, pM1 ‘M1q3, pM2 ‘M2q2, pM3 ‘M3q1, ¨ ¨ ¨
and denote them by Mak ‘Mak . Since k ě ak, the identity map on Mak is factorized
as Qk ˝ Jk for unital completely positive maps
Jk : A PMak ÞÑ A‘ ωpAqIk´ak PMk pω : a state on Makq
and
Qk : A PMk ÞÑ rAi,js1ďi,jďak PMak .
By the universal property of the coproduct, there exists a unital completely positive
map J : CN Ñ C1 (respectively Q : C1 Ñ CN) which extends all Jk ‘ Jk : Mak ‘Mak Ñ
Mk ‘Mk (respectively Qk ‘Qk : Mk ‘Mk ÑMak ‘Mak). Then, the identity map on
CN is factorized as Q ˝ J . Hence, CN is an operator system quotient of C1.
Suppose that S “
Ť8
k“1Ek for finite dimensional subsystems Ek of S. We can
find complete order quotient maps Ψk : C1 Ñ Ek. By the universal property of the
coproduct, there exists a unital completely positive map Ψ : CN Ñ S which extends
all Ψk. It is easy to check that Ψ is a complete order quotient map. Since CN is an
operator system quotient of C1, S is an operator system quotient of C1. 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that A is a unital C˚-algebra and I is a closed ideal in it.
Every unital completely positive map ϕ : CI Ñ A{I lifts to a unital completely positive
map ϕ˜ : CI Ñ A, i.e. such that the diagram
A

CI
ϕ˜
==③
③
③
③
③ ϕ // A{I
commutes.
Proof. Let zιk be the direct sum of two Choi matrices associated to the restrictions of
ϕ|pMk‘Mkqιk on each two blocks Mk, that is,
zιk “ rϕ|pMk‘Mkqιk pEi,j ‘ 0kqsi,j ‘ rϕ|pMk‘Mkqιk p0k ‘ Ei,jqsi,j.
Then zιk belongs to the positive cone of MkpA{Iq ‘MkpA{Iq. Then let z˜ιk P MkpAq ‘
MkpAq be a positive lifting zιk . Its corresponding mapping
ϕ˜ιk : pMk ‘Mkqιk Ñ A
is a completely positive lifting of ϕ|pMk‘Mkqιk . We let
ϕ˜ιkpI2kq “ 1` h, h “ h
` ´ h´ ph P I, h`, h´ P I`q
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and take a state ω on pMk ‘Mkqιk . Considering
α P pMk ‘Mkqιk ÞÑ p1` h
`q´
1
2 pϕ˜ιkpαq ` ωpαqh
´qp1` h`q´
1
2 P A
as in [KPTT2, Remark 8.3], we may assume that the lifting ϕ˜ιk is unital. By the
universal property of the coproduct, there exists a unital completely positive map ϕ˜ :
CI Ñ S that extends all ϕ˜ιk . 
The universal C˚-algebra C˚upSq is the C
˚-cover of S satisfying the universal property:
if ϕ : S Ñ A is a unital completely positive map for a unital C˚-algebra A, then there
exists a ˚-homomorphism π : C˚upSq Ñ A such that π ˝ ι “ ϕ [KW]. For a unital
completely positive map ϕ : S Ñ T and a complete order embedding ι : T Ñ C˚upT q,
we denote the unique ˚-homomorphic extension of ι ˝ ϕ : S Ñ C˚upT q by C
˚
upϕq. We
can regard C˚up¨q as a functor from the category of operator systems to the category of
C˚-algebras.
Corollary 3.8. Let S be an operator system and Q : CI Ñ S be a complete order
quotient map. The following are equivalent:
(i) S has the operator system lifting property;
(ii) C˚upQq : C
˚
upCIq Ñ C
˚
upSq has a unital ˚-homomorphic right inverse;
(iii) C˚upQq : C
˚
upCIq Ñ C
˚
upSq has a unital completely positive right inverse.
Proof. (i) ñ (ii). The inclusion ι : S Ă C˚upSq lifts to a unital completely positive map
ι˜ : S Ñ C˚upCIq. Its ˚-homomorphic extension ρ : C
˚
upSq Ñ C
˚
upCIq is the right inverse
of C˚upQq : C
˚
upCIq Ñ C
˚
upSq.
(ii) ñ (iii). Trivial.
(iii) ñ (i). Suppose that ϕ : S Ñ A{I is a unital completely positive map for a
unital C˚-algebra A and its closed ideal I. By Theorem 3.7, ϕ ˝ Q : CI Ñ A{I lifts
to a unital completely positive map ψ : CI Ñ A. Let ρ : C
˚
upCIq Ñ A (respectively
σ : C˚upSq Ñ A{I) be a unique ˚-homomorphic extension of ψ (respectively ϕ). Suppose
that r is a unital completely positive right inverse of C˚upQq. We thus have the diagram
C˚upCIq
ρ //
C˚u pQq
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
A
π

C˚upSq
σ
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
r
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
CI
?
OO
Q // // S
?
ι
OO
ϕ // A{I.
Let us show that
ϕ˜ :“ ρ ˝ r ˝ ι : S Ñ A
is a lifting of ϕ. Since CI generates C
˚
upCIq as a C
˚-algebra, π ˝ ψ “ ϕ ˝Q implies that
π ˝ ρ “ σ ˝ C˚upQq.
For x P S, we have
π ˝ ϕ˜pxq “ π ˝ ρ ˝ rpxq “ σ ˝ C˚upQq ˝ rpxq “ ϕpxq.

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4. A Kirchberg type tensor theorem for operator systems
For a free group F and a Hilbert space H , Kirchberg [Ki, Corollary 1.2] proved that
C˚pFq bmin BpHq “ C
˚pFq bmax BpHq.
Kirchberg’s theorem is striking if we recall that C˚pFq and BpHq are universal objects
in the C˚-algebra category: every C˚-algebra is a C˚-quotient of C˚pFq and a C˚-
subalgebra of BpHq for suitable choices of F and H . Every operator system is a quotient
of CI and a subsystem of BpHq for suitable choices of I and H . Hence we may say that
CI bmin BpHq “ CI bmax BpHq,
the proof of which will follow, is the Kirchberg type theorem in the category of operator
systems.
If S has the operator system local lifting property, S bmin BpHq “ S bmax BpHq
[KPTT2, Theorem 8.6]. From this, Theorem 3.7 immediately yields that CIbminBpHq “
CI bmax BpHq. The proof of [KPTT2, Theorem 8.6] depends on Kirchberg’s theorem.
We give a direct proof of CI bmin BpHq “ CI bmax BpHq that is independent of Kirch-
berg’s theorem. By combining this with [Ka2], we present a new operator system
theoretic proof of Kirchberg’s theorem in Corollary 4.4.
Theorem 4.1. For an index set I and a Hilbert space H, we have
CI bmin BpHq “ CI bmax BpHq.
Proof. Let z be a positive element in CI bmin BpHq. We write z “
ř
ιkPF
zιk for a finite
subset F of
Ť8
k“1 Ik and zιk P Cιk b BpHq. By Proposition 3.1 (ii) and the injectivity
of the minimal tensor product, we can regard z as a positive element in
‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u bmin BpHq.
We apply Proposition 3.2 to ‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u to obtain the complete order
isomorphism
Φ :
ÿ
ιkPF
xιk P ‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u ÞÑ |F |pxιkqιkPF `N P ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk{N,
where |F | denotes the number of elements of the set F and
N “ spantnιl ´ nι1m P ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk : ιl, ι
1
m P F u pnιkpι
1
jq “ διk ,ι1jIk ‘ Ikq.
Let
Q : ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk ։ ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk{N
be the canonical quotient map. By [FP, Proposition 1.15], its dual map
Q˚ : p‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk{Nq
˚
ãÑ p‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιkq
˚
is a complete order embedding. The range of Q˚ is the annihilator
NK “ tϕ P p‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιkq
˚ : N Ă Kerϕu.
The linear map γk : Mk ÑM
˚
k defined as
γkpαqpβq “
kÿ
i,j“1
αi,jβi,j “ trpαβ
tq
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is a complete order isomorphism [PTT, Theorem 6.2]. Define a complete order isomor-
phism
Γ : ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk Ñ ‘ιkPF pM
˚
k ‘M
˚
k qιk » p‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιkq
˚
by
xΓppαιkqq, pβιkqy “ xppγk ‘ γkqp
αιk
2k
qq, pβιkqy “
ÿ
ιkPF
1
2k
trpαιkβ
t
ιk
q.
Then, Γ´1 maps the annihilator NK onto the operator subsystem
K “ tpαιkq P ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk :
trpαιlq
l
“
trpαι1mq
m
for all ιl, ι
1
m P F u
of ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk . We have obtained complete order isomorphisms
p‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F uq
˚ » p‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk{Nq
˚ » NK » K.
Considering the duals of the above isomorphisms, we obtain a complete order iso-
morphism
Λ : ‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u Ñ K
˚,
which maps each
ř
ιkPF
βιk P ‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u to a functional
pαιkq P K ÞÑ
ÿ
ιkPF
|F |
2k
trpβιkα
t
ιk
q P C.
In particular, Λ maps the order unit to the state ω on K defined as
ωppαιkqq “
ÿ
ιkPF
1
2k
trpαιkq.
It enables us to identify
‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u bmin BpHq » K
˚ bmin BpHq,
where K˚ is an operator system with an order unit ω. The linear map ϕ : K Ñ BpHq
corresponding to z in a canonical way is completely positive [KPTT2, Lemma 8.5]. By
the Arveson extension theorem, ϕ : K Ñ BpHq extends to a completely positive map
ϕ˜ : ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk Ñ BpHq. We have the commutative diagram
‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk
Φ´1˝Q //
Γ

‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u
Λ

p‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιkq
˚ R // K˚
,
where R denotes the restriction. It follows that
pΦ´1 ˝Qq b id : ‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk bmin BpHq Ñ ‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u bmin BpHq
is a complete order quotient map. Maximal tensor products of complete order quotient
maps are still complete order quotient maps [H, Theorem 3.4]. Hence, we obtain
‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk bmin BpHq
pΦ´1˝Qqbid

‘ιkPF pMk ‘Mkqιk bmax BpHq
pΦ´1˝Qqbid

‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u bmin BpHq ‘1tpMk ‘Mkqιk : ιk P F u bmax BpHq.
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The element z is also positive in CI bmax BpHq. The same arguments apply to all
matricial levels. 
The maximal tensor product and the commuting tensor product are two different
means of extending the C˚-maximal tensor product from the category of C˚-algebras
to operator systems. For this reason, the weak expectation property of C˚-algebras
bifurcates into the weak expectation property and the double commutant expectation
property of operator systems. We say that an operator system S has the double commu-
tant expectation property provided that for every completely order isomorphic inclusion
S Ă BpHq, there exists a completely positive map ϕ : BpHq Ñ S2 that fixes S. For an
operator system S, the following are equivalent [KPTT2, Theorem 7.6], [Ka2, Theorem
5.9]:
(i) S has the double commutant expectation property;
(ii) S is pel, cq-nuclear;
(iii) S bmin C
˚pF8q “ S bmax C
˚pF8q;
(iv) S bmin pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q “ S bc pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q.
Theorem 4.2. An operator system S has the double commutant expectation property
if and only if it satisfies
S bmin CI “ S bc CI .
Proof. ñq Every operator system with the double commutant expectation property is
pel, cq-nuclear. Since the minimal tensor product is injective [KPTT1, Theorem 4.6],
we have
BpHq bmin CI BpHq bmax CI
S bmin CI
?
OO
S bel“c CI .
?
OO
ðq Fix two indices ι1
2
P I2 and ι
1
3
P I3. Define a unital completely positive map
Φ : ℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
3
8 Ñ CI by
Φppa1, a2q ` pb1, b2, b3qq
“diagpa1, a2, a1, a2q ` diagpb1, b2, b3, b1, b2, b3q P pM2 ‘M2qι1
2
‘1 pM3 ‘M3qι1
3
Ă CI .
For each index ιk ‰ ι
1
2, ι
1
3, we take a state ωιk on pMk ‘ Mkqιk and define a unital
completely positive map
ψιk : pMk ‘Mkqιk Ñ ℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8
as ψιkpαq “ ωιkpαq1ℓ28‘1ℓ38. For ι
1
2
and ι1
3
, we also define unital completely positive maps
ψι1
2
: pM2 ‘M2qι1
2
Ñ ℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
3
8 and ψι13 : pM3 ‘M3qι13 Ñ ℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8
as ψι1
2
pα ‘ βq “ pα11, α22q and ψι1
3
pα ‘ βq “ pα11, α22, α33q. By the universal property
of the coproduct, there exists a unital completely positive map Ψ : CI Ñ ℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8 that
extends all ψιk . The identity map on ℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8 is factorized through unital completely
positive maps as
idℓ28‘1ℓ38 “ Ψ ˝ Φ.
By the hypothesis, we have completely positive maps
S bmin pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q
idSbΦ// S bmin CI “ S bc CI
idSbΨ// S bc pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q.
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Since the positive cone of the commuting tensor product is the subcone of that of the
minimal tensor product at each matrix level, we have
S bmin pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q “ S bc pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q.
By [Ka2, Theorem 5.9], S has the double commutant expectation property. 
Since the maximal tensor product and the commuting tensor product are two different
means of extending the C˚-maximal tensor product from the category of C˚-algebras
to operator systems, we can regard
CI bmin CI “ CI bmax CI and CI bmin CI “ CI bc CI
as operator system analogues of Kirchberg’s conjecture
C˚pFq bmin C
˚pFq “ C˚pFq bmax C
˚pFq.
The former is not true and the latter is equivalent to the Kirchberg’s conjecture itself.
Corollary 4.3. (i) CI bc CI ‰ CI bmax CI. In particular, CI bmin CI ‰ CI bmax CI .
(ii) The Kirchberg’s conjecture has an affirmative answer if and only if
CI bmin CI “ CI bc CI .
Proof. (i) Similarly as the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can show that the identity map on
ℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
2
8 is factorized as
idℓ28‘1ℓ28 “ Ψ ˝ Φ
for unital completely positive maps Φ : ℓ28‘1 ℓ
2
8 Ñ CI and Ψ : CI Ñ ℓ
2
8‘1 ℓ
2
8. Assume
to the contrary that CI bc CI “ CI bmax CI . Then, we have completely positive maps
pℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q bc pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q
ΦbΦ // CI bc CI “ CI bmax CI
ΨbΨ // pℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q bmax pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q .
Since the positive cone of the maximal tensor product at each matrix level is the subcone
of that of the commuting tensor product, we have
pℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q bc pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q “ pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q bmax pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
2
8q.
This contradicts
NCp2q bc NCp2q ‰ NCp2q bmax NCp2q,
which was shown in [FKPT, Corollary 7.12]. Here, NCpnq is defined as the opera-
tor subsystem spant1, h1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hnu of the universal C
˚-algebra generated by self-adjoint
contractions h1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hn as in Definition 6.1 of the same paper. It is unitally completely
order isomorphic to the coproduct (involving n terms)
ℓ28 ‘1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘1 ℓ
2
8.
(ii) By [Ka2, Theorem 5.14], Kirchberg’s conjecture has an affirmative answer if and
only if ℓ28‘1 ℓ
3
8 has the double commutant expectation property. By Theorem 4.2, this
is equivalent to pℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q bmin CI “ pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q bc CI . By [Ka2, Theorem 5.9], this
is equivalent to CI having the double commutant expectation property, and another
application of Theorem 4.2 gives the equivalence with CI bmin CI “ CI bc CI . 
We say that an operator subsystem S of a unital C˚-algebra A contains enough
unitaries if the unitaries in S generate A as a C˚-algebra. If S Ă A contains enough
unitaries and S bmin B ãÑ A bmax B completely order isomorphically for a unital C
˚-
algebra B, then we have Abmin B “ Abmax B [KPTT2, Proposition 9.5].
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Corollary 4.4 (Kirchberg). Let F8 be a free group on a countably infinite number of
generators and H be a Hilbert space. We have
C˚pF8q bmin BpHq “ C
˚pF8q bmax BpHq.
Proof. Since the identity map on ℓ28‘1 ℓ
3
8 is factorized through CI by unital completely
positive maps, Theorem 4.1 immediately implies that
pℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q bmin BpHq “ pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q bmax BpHq.
Alternatively, applying the proof of Theorem 4.1 to commutative algebras instead of
matrix algebras, we obtain
ℓ58 bmin BpHq

ℓ58 bmax BpHq

pℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q bmin BpHq pℓ
2
8 ‘1 ℓ
3
8q bmax BpHq.
For the remaining proof, we follow Kavruk’s paper [Ka2]. Since
ℓ28 ‘1 ℓ
3
8 Ă C
˚pZ2 ˚ Z3q
contains enough unitaries [Ka2, Theorem 4.8], we have
C˚pZ2 ˚ Z3q bmin BpHq “ C
˚pZ2 ˚ Z3q bmax BpHq
by [KPTT2, Proposition 9.5]. The free group F8 embeds into the free product Z2 ˚ Z3
[LH]. By [P3, Proposition 8.8], C˚pF8q is a C
˚-subalgebra of C˚pZ2 ˚Z3q complemented
by a unital completely positive map. 
A wide class of operator systems shares the properties of CI . Let M “ tMkukPN be
a sequence of direct sums of matrix algebras such that
lim sup
kÑ8
spkq “ 8
when Mk “Md1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mdn and spkq “ maxtd1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dnu. Let Mιk denote the copy of
Mk for each index ιk P Ik. We define the operator system CIpMq (respectively C1pMq)
as the coproduct
‘1tMιk : k P N, ιk P Iku prespectively ‘1 tMk : k P Nuq.
In particular, we have CI “ CIpMq and C1 “ C1pMq when Mk “Mk ‘Mk.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that S is an operator system. Then,
(i) if S`}¨}ď1 is indexed by a set I, then S is an operator system quotient of CIpMq;
(ii) if S is a countable union of its finite dimensional subsystems, then S is an
operator system quotient of C1pMq;
(iii) CIpMq satisfies the operator system lifting property;
(iv) CIpMq bmin BpHq “ CIpMq bmax BpHq;
(v) S has the double commutant expectation property if and only if SbminCIpMq “
S bc CIpMq;
(vi) the Kirchberg’s conjecture has an affirmative answer if and only if CIpMq bmin
CIpMq “ CIpMq bc CIpMq.
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Proof. (i) We take a subsequence tMnkukPN so that spnkq ě 2k and put Nk “ Mnk .
By Proposition 3.1 (ii), CIpN q is an operator subsystem of CIpMq. Take a state ωl on
Ml for each l ‰ nk. By the universal property of the coproduct, there exists a unital
completely positive map P : CIpMq Ñ CIpN q such that
P pxq “
#
x if x PMnk
ωlpxq1 if x PMl, l ‰ nk.
Since P is a unital completely positive projection, CIpN q is an operator system quotient
of CIpMq.
We may assume that spkq ě 2k for each k P N. We write Mk “ Md1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mdm
and dl ě 2k. The identity map on Mk ‘Mk is factorized as idMk‘Mk “ Qk ˝ Jk for the
unital completely positive maps
Jk : A PMk ‘Mk ÞÑ pωpAqId1`¨¨¨`dl´1q ‘ A‘ pωpAqIpdl´2kq`dl`1`¨¨¨`dmq PMk
(where ω is a state on Mk ‘Mk) and
Qk : A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Am PMk ÞÑ rpAlqi,js1ďi,jďk ‘ rpAlqi`k,j`ks1ďi,jďk PMk ‘Mk.
Let J : CI Ñ CIpMq (respectively Q : CIpMq Ñ CI) be the unital completely positive
extension of Jιk : pMk ‘Mkqιk Ñ Mιk (respectively Qιk : Mιk Ñ pMk ‘Mkqιk) over
k P N, ιk P Ik. Then, the identity map on CI is factorized as idCI “ Q ˝ J . Hence, CI is
an operator system quotient of CIpMq.
(ii) By Theorem 3.6, S is an operator system quotient of C1. The remaining proof is
similar to (i).
(iii), (iv) The proofs of Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.1 work generally for coproducts
of direct sums of matrix algebras.
(v), (vi) The proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 work generally for coproducts
of direct sums of matrix algebras which the identity map on ℓ8
2
‘1 ℓ
8
3
factorizes through.

5. Liftings of completely positive maps
It is natural to ask whether the universal operator system CI is a projective object
in the category of operator systems. In other words, for any operator system S and
its kernel J , does every unital completely positive map ϕ : CI Ñ S{J lift to a unital
completely positive map ϕ˜ : CI Ñ S? The answer is negative in an extreme manner.
Proposition 5.1. An operator system S is one-dimensional if and only if for any
operator system T and its kernel J , every unital completely positive map ϕ : S Ñ T {J
lifts to a completely positive map ϕ˜ : S Ñ T .
Proof. Let V ` be the cone in R3 generated by
tpx, y, 1q : px´ 1q2 ` y2 ď 1, y ě 0u
and the origin. The triple V :“ pC3, V `, p1, 1, 2qq is an Archimedean ordered ˚-vector
space. The positive cones of the operator system OMAXpV q introduced in [PTT] are
given as
MnpOMAXpV qq
` “ tX PMnpV q : @ε ą 0, X ` εIn b 1V PM
`
n b V
`u,
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where
M`n b V
` “ t
mÿ
i“1
αi b vi PMn b V : m P N, αi PM
`
n , vi P V
`u.
Let
P : px, y, zq P OMAXpV q ÞÑ px, yq P ℓ28
be the projection. We take ε ą 0 and an element
α1 b p1, 0q ` α2 b p0, 1q PMnpℓ
2
8q
` “M`n ‘M
`
n
for nonzero α2. Since
α1 b p1, 0q ` α2 b p0, 1q ` εIn b p1, 1q
“pα1 `
ε
2
pIn ´
α2
}α2}
qq b p1, 0q ` α2 b p
ε
2}α2}
, 1q ` εIn b p
1
2
, 1q
lifts to a positive element in MnpOMAXpV qq, the projection P : OMAXpV q Ñ ℓ
2
8 is a
complete order quotient map.
Suppose that dimS ě 2. Let v be a positive element in S distinct from the scalar
multiple of the identity. Considering v´λI for sufficiently large λ ą 0, we may assume
that the spectrum of v contains zero. Let ω1 and ω2 be states on S that extend,
respectively, the Dirac measures
δt0u : λ1` µv P spant1, vu ÞÑ λ P C
δt}v}u : λ1` µv P spant1, vu ÞÑ λ` µ}v} P C.
The unital completely positive map ϕ : S Ñ ℓ28 defined by ϕ “ pω1, ω2q cannot be lifted
to a completely positive map, because the fiber of ϕpvq “ p0, }v}q does not intersect
V `. 
The absence of completely positive liftings in the above proof is essentially due to
Archimedeanization of quotients [PT]. In Corollary 5.5, we will see that there is also
rigidity, even though some perturbation is allowed.
A linear map between normed spaces is called a quotient map if it maps the open
unit ball onto the open unit ball. Between Banach spaces, it suffices to show that the
image of the open unit ball is dense in the open unit ball [ER, Lemma A.2.1]. Suppose
that T : E Ñ F is a bounded linear surjection for normed spaces E and F . Let E0 be
a dense subspace of E, and Q0 : E0 Ñ QpE0q be the surjective restriction of Q on E0.
Then, Q0 is a quotient map if and only if kerQ0 “ kerQ and Q is a quotient map [DF,
7.4]. This is called the quotient lemma.
Thanks to the quotient lemma, we can describe the 1-exactness of operator systems
by incomplete tensor products. For an operator system S and a unital C˚-algebra A
with its closed ideal I, we denote the completion of SbminA by SbˆminA and the closure
of S b I in it by Sb¯I. When
idS b π : SbˆminAÑ SbˆminA{I
is a complete order quotient map with its kernel Sb¯I for any C˚-algebra A and its
closed ideal I, S is called 1-exact.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that S is an operator system and A is a unital C˚-algebra
with its closed ideal I. Then the map
idS b π : SbˆminAÑ SbˆminA{I
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is a complete order quotient map with its kernel Sb¯I if and only if the map
idS b π : S bmin AÑ S bmin A{I
is a complete order quotient map. Hence, an operator system S is 1-exact if and only
if idS b π : S bmin A Ñ S bmin A{I is a complete order quotient map for any unital
C˚-algebra A and its closed ideal I.
Proof. The operator space quotient and the operator system quotient of SbˆminA by
Sb¯I are completely isometric [KPTT2, Theorem 5.1]. Since S b I is the kernel of
idSbπ : SbminAÑ SbminA{I, we can also consider both the operator space quotient
and the operator system quotient of S bmin A by S b I. It is easy to check that the
operator space quotient (respectively operator system quotient) pS bmin Aq{pS b Iq is
an operator subspace (respectively operator subsystem) of the operator space quotient
(respectively operator system quotient) pSbˆminAq{pSb¯Iq. If z P SbA and z`Sb¯I is
positive in the operator system quotient pSbˆminAq{pSb¯Iq, then there exists x P Sb¯I
such that
z `
ε
2
1S b 1A ` x P pSbˆminAq
`.
Take x0 P S b I with }x´ x0} ă ε{2. Considering px0 ` x
˚
0
q{2, we may assume that x0
is self-adjoint. We have
z ` ε1S b 1A ` x0 P pS bmin Aq
`,
which implies that z ` S b I is positive in pS bmin Aq{pS b Iq. Hence, [KPTT2,
Theorem 5.1] immediately implies that the operator space quotient and the operator
system quotient of S bmin A by S b I are completely isometric.
A unital linear map between operator systems is completely order isomorphic if and
only if it is completely isometric [ER, Corollary 5.1.2]. If a linear map between Banach
spaces maps the open unit ball into the open unit ball densely, then it is a quotient map
[ER, Lemma A.2.1]. Combining them with the quotient lemma, we have equivalences:
the map idS b π : SbˆminA Ñ SbˆminA{I is a complete order quotient map with
its kernel Sb¯I
ô the operator system quotient pSbˆminAq{pSb¯Iq is completely order isomorphic
to SbˆminA{I
ô the operator space quotient pSbˆminAq{pSb¯Iq is completely isometric to SbˆminA{
I ([KPTT2, Theorem 5.1], [ER, Corollary 5.1.2])
ô the map idS b π : SbˆminA Ñ SbˆminA{I is a complete quotient map with its
kernel Sb¯I
ô the map idSbπ : SbminAÑ SbminA{I is a complete quotient map (Quotient
Lemma, [ER, Lemma A.2.1])
ô the operator space quotient pSbminAq{pSbIq is completely isometric to Sbmin
A{I
ô the operator system quotient pSbminAq{pSbIq is completely order isomorphic
to S bmin A{I ([KPTT2, Theorem 5.1], [ER, Corollary 5.1.2])
ô the map idS b π : S bmin AÑ S bmin A{I is a complete order quotient map.

As pointed out in [KPTT2, Section 5], the framework of short exact sequences
0Ñ Sb¯I Ñ SbˆminA Ñ SbˆminA{I Ñ 0
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with complete tensor products is inappropriate if we replace ideals in C˚-algebras and
C˚-quotients by kernels in operator systems and operator system quotients. Even a
one-dimensional operator system does not satisfy such exactness. Instead of short exact
sequences with complete tensor products, we make a replacement in
idS b π : S bmin AÑ S bmin A{I
with incomplete tensor products.
Theorem 5.3. Let S be an operator system. Then, the following are equivalent:
(i) S is nuclear;
(ii) if Φ : T1 Ñ T2 is a complete order quotient map for operator systems T1 and T2,
then
idS b Φ : S bmin T1 Ñ S bmin T2
is a complete order quotient map;
(iii) if Φ : CI Ñ T is a complete order quotient map for an operator system T , then
idS b Φ : S bmin CI Ñ S bmin T
is a complete order quotient map;
(iv) if Φ : T Ñ E is a complete order quotient map for an operator system T and a
finite dimensional operator system E, then
idS b Φ : S bmin T Ñ S bmin E
is a complete order quotient map.
Proof. (i) ñ (ii). Maximal tensor products of complete order quotient maps are still
complete order quotient maps [H, Theorem 3.4]. Combining this with the hypothesis,
we have a complete order quotient map
idS b Φ : S bmin T1 “ S bmax T1 ։ S bmax T2 “ S bmin T2
(ii) ñ (i). The proof is motivated by [ER, Theorem 14.6.1]. Taking T1 as a unital
C˚-algebra and T2 as its C
˚-quotient, we see that S is a 1-exact operator system by
Proposition 5.2. We take a finite dimensional operator subsystem E of S and ε ą 0.
Then, E is a 1-exact operator system [KPTT2, Corollary 5.8], or equivalently, a 1-
exact operator space [KPTT2, Proposition 5.5]. Let E Ă Bpℓ2q and Pn : ℓ2 Ñ ℓ
n
2
be the
projection given by Pnppλiq
8
i“1q “ pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnq. For sufficiently large n, the truncation
mapping
ϕ : x P E Ñ PnxPn PMn
is injective with }ϕ´1}cb ă 1 ` ε
1 for ε1 “ ε{p1 ` 2 dimEq by [P1], [ER, Theorem
14.4.1]. Note that ϕ is unital completely positive and ϕ´1 is unital self-adjoint. By
[BO, Corollary B.11], there exists a unital completely positive map ψ : ϕpEq Ñ S with
}ϕ´1´ ψ}cb ď 2ε
1 dimE. Though [BO, Corollary B.11] assumes that the range space is
a C˚-algebra, its proof still works more generally when the range space is an operator
system.
By choosing a faithful state ω onMn, we can regard the dual spaceM
˚
n as an operator
system. Since ω is faithful on any operator subsystem, pϕpEq˚, ω|ϕpEqq is also an opera-
tor system. The element z in ϕpEq˚bmin S corresponding to ψ : ϕpEq Ñ S canonically
is positive [KPTT2, Lemma 8.5]. Since the duals of the complete order embeddings
between finite dimensional operator systems are complete order quotient maps [FP,
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Proposition 1.15], the restriction R : M˚n Ñ ϕpEq
˚ is a complete order quotient map.
By the hypothesis,
R b idS : M
˚
n bmin S Ñ ϕpEq
˚ bmin S
is also a complete order quotient map. There exists a positive lifting z˜ PM˚n bmin S of
z` ε1ω|ϕpEqb1S . The completely positive map ψ˜ :Mn Ñ S corresponding to z˜ satisfies
}ψ ´ ψ˜|ϕpEq}cb ď ε
1.
By the Arveson extension theorem, ϕ : E ÑMn extends to a unital completely positive
map ϕ˜ : S ÑMn. We thus obtain a diagram
S
ϕ˜
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
E
ιoo ι //
ϕ

S
ϕpEq
ψ
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
ι

Mn
ψ˜
@@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
where ι denote inclusions.
It follows that
}ψ˜ ˝ ϕ˜pxq ´ x} ď }ψ˜ ˝ ϕpxq ´ ψ ˝ ϕpxq} ` }ψ ˝ ϕpxq ´ ϕ´1 ˝ ϕpxq}
ď ε1}x} ` 2ε1 dimE}x}
“ ε}x}.
for all x P E. Considering the directed set
tpE, εq : E is a finite dimensional operator subsystem of S, ε ą 0u
with the standard partial order, we can take nets of unital completely positive maps
ϕλ : S Ñ Mnλ and completely positive maps ψ
1
λ :Mnλ Ñ S such that ψ
1
λ ˝ϕλ converges
to the map idS in the point-norm topology.
Since each ϕλ is unital, ψ
1
λpInλq converges to 1S . Let us choose a state ωλ on Mnλ
and set
ψλpAq “
1
}ψ1λ}
ψ1λpAq ` ωλpAqp1S ´
1
}ψ1λ}
ψ1λpInλqq.
Then ψλ : Mnλ Ñ S is a unital completely positive map such that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to
the map idS in the point-norm topology. By [HP, Corollary 3.2], S is nuclear.
(ii) ñ (iii), (ii) ñ (iv). Trivial.
(iii) ñ (ii). Choose a positive element z in Sbmin T2 and ε ą 0. By Theorem 3.5, we
can take a complete order quotient map Ψ : CI Ñ T1. By the assumption, there exists
a positive element z˜ in S bmin CI satisfying pidS bΦ ˝Ψqpz˜q “ z` ε1. Thus, idS bΨpz˜q
is a positive lifting of z ` ε1.
(iv) ñ (ii). Choose a positive element z “
řn
i“1 xi b yi in S bmin T2. Take E as a
finite dimensional operator subsystem of T2 generated by tyi : 1 ď i ď nu and T as
Φ´1pEq. 
Remark 5.4. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) was already discovered by Kavruk indepen-
dently. The proof depends on Kavruk’s result that is not yet published.
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that E is a finite dimensional operator system and ω is a
faithful state on E. The following are equivalent:
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(i) if ε ą 0 and ϕ : E Ñ S{J is a completely positive map for an operator system
S and its kernel J , then there exists a self-adjoint lifting ϕ˜ : E Ñ S of ϕ such
that ϕ˜` εω1S is completely positive;
(ii) E is unitally completely order isomorphic to the direct sum of matrix algebras.
Proof. (i) ñ (ii). Condition (i) can be rephrased to state that
idE˚ b π : E
˚ bmin S Ñ E
˚ bmin S{J
is a complete order quotient map for any operator system S and its kernel J . Hence,
E˚ is a finite dimensional nuclear operator system. Every finite dimensional nuclear
operator system is unitally completely order isomorphic to the direct sum of matrix al-
gebras [HP, Corollary 3.7]. Suppose that E˚ is completely order isomorphic to ‘ni“1Mki
for some n, ki P N. Taking their duals, we see that E is completely order isomorphic
to ‘ni“1Mki. Suppose that the isomorphism maps the order unit of E to a matrix A in
‘ni“1Mki . Then, A is positive definite. Let
A “ U˚diagpλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λmqU, λi ą 0, m “
nÿ
i“1
ki
be a diagonalization of A. The mapping
α P ‘ni“1Mki ÞÑ U
˚diagp
a
λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
a
λmq α diagp
a
λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
a
λmqU P ‘
n
i“1Mki
is a complete order isomorphism that maps the identity matrix to A.
(ii) ñ (i) We may assume that E “ ‘ni“1Mki . Let A be a density matrix of ω and
λ ą 0 be its smallest eigenvalue. Suppose that z P ‘ni“1MkipS{J q is the direct sum of
Choi matrices corresponding to the restrictions of ϕ on each blocks Mki . There exists
a lifting z˜ P ‘ni“1MkipSq of z such that z˜ ` ελIm b 1S (m “
řn
i“1 ki) is positive. Let
ϕ˜ : E Ñ S be a self-adjoint map corresponding to z˜. Then we have
ϕ˜` εω1S “ ϕ˜` εtrp ¨ Aq1S ěcp ϕ˜` ελtrp ¨ q1S ěcp 0.

In the last statement of Proposition 5.2, an operator systems S is fixed, and a C˚-
algebra A and its closed ideal I are considered to be variables in
idS b π : S bmin AÑ S bmin A{I.
In the following, we switch their roles. As a result, we give an operator system theoretic
proof of the Effros-Haagerup lifting theorem [EH, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that A is a unital C˚-algebra and I is its closed ideal. The
following are equivalent:
(i) idS b π : S bmin A Ñ S bmin A{I is a complete order quotient map for any
operator system S;
(ii) idBbπ : BbminAÑ BbminA{I is a complete order quotient map for any unital
C˚-algebra B;
(iii) idBpHq b π : BpHq bmin A Ñ BpHq bmin A{I is a complete order quotient map
for a separable Hilbert space H;
(iv) idE b π : E bmin A Ñ E bmin A{I is a complete order quotient map for any
finite dimensional operator system E;
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(v) the sequence
0Ñ B bC˚min I Ñ B bC˚min A Ñ B bC˚min A{I Ñ 0
is exact for any C˚-algebra B;
(vi) for any finite dimensional operator system E, every completely positive map
ϕ : E Ñ A{I lifts to a completely positive map ϕ˜ : E Ñ A;
(vii) for any finite dimensional operator system E, every unital completely positive
map ϕ : E Ñ A{I lifts to a unital completely positive map ϕ˜ : E Ñ A;
(viii) for any index set I, every unital completely positive finite rank map ϕ : CI Ñ A{
I lifts to a unital completely positive map ϕ˜ : CI Ñ A with Kerϕ “ Kerϕ˜;
(ix) every unital completely positive finite rank map ϕ : C1 Ñ A{I lifts to a unital
completely positive map ϕ˜ : C1 Ñ A with Kerϕ “ Kerϕ˜.
Proof. (i) ñ (ii) ñ (iii) and (viii) ñ (ix) are trivial. (vi) ñ (vii) follows from [KPTT2,
Remark 8.3]. (ii) ô (v) follows from Proposition 5.2. For (iii) ñ (iv) and (iv) ñ (i),
it is sufficient to consider the first matrix level.
(iii) ñ (iv). Let E Ă BpHq for a separable Hilbert space H . Take a strictly positive
element z in E bmin A{I which is an operator subsystem of BpHq bmin A{I. By the
assumption, there exists a positive lifting z˜ in BpHq bmin A. Let txi : 1 ď i ď ku be
a self-adjoint basis of E and tpxi : 1 ď i ď ku be its dual basis. Each functional pxi on
E extends to a continuous self-adjoint functional on BpHq which we still denote by pxi.
The map P :“
řk
i“1 pxi b xi : BpHq Ñ BpHq is a self-adjoint projection onto E. Since
pidBpHq ´ P q b πpz˜q “ z ´ pP b idA{Iqpzq “ 0,
we have
pidBpHq ´ P q b idApz˜q P BpHq b I.
We write
pidBpHq ´ P q b idApz˜q “
nÿ
i“1
bi b hi, bi P BpHqsa, hi P Isa.
Each hi is decomposed into hi “ h
`
i ´ h
´
i for h
`
i , h
´
i P I
`. From
0 ď z˜ “ pP b idAqpz˜q `
nÿ
i“1
bi b h
`
i ´
nÿ
i“1
bi b h
´
i
ď pP b idAqpz˜q `
nÿ
i“1
}bi}1b h
`
i `
nÿ
i“1
}bi}1b h
´
i
and
pidBpHq b πqppP b idAqpz˜q `
nÿ
i“1
}bi}1b h
`
i `
nÿ
i“1
}bi} b h
´
i q “ z,
we see that
pP b idAqpz˜q `
nÿ
i“1
}bi}1b h
`
i `
nÿ
i“1
}bi}1b h
´
i P E bmin A
is a positive lifting of z.
(iv) ñ (i). Take a positive element z “
řn
i“1 xi b yi in S bmin A{I. Let E be a
finite dimensional operator system generated by txi : 1 ď i ď nu. Since E bmin A{I is
an operator subsystem of S bmin A{I, we have z also positive in E bmin A{I. By the
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hypothesis, there exists a positive element z˜ in E bmin A such that pidE b πqpz˜q “ z.
This element is also positive in S bmin A.
(iv)ô (vi). Suppose that E is a finite dimensional operator system and ϕ : E Ñ A{I
is a completely positive map. The element z in E˚ bmin A{I corresponding to ϕ is
positive. Since E is finite dimensional, we have E˚ bmin A “ E
˚bˆminA. The kernel
E˚bI of idE˚bπ is completely order proximinal in E
˚bminA [KPTT2, Corollary 5.1.5].
By the hypothesis, z lifts to a positive element z˜ in E˚ bmin A. The map ϕ˜ : E Ñ A
corresponding to z˜ is completely positive. The converse is merely the reverse of the
argument.
(vii) ñ (vi). The inclusion ι : ϕpEq ` C1A{I Ă A{I lifts to a unital completely
positive map ι˜ : ϕpEq `C1A{I Ñ A. The map ι˜ ˝ ϕ is the completely positive lifting of
ϕ.
(vii) ñ (viii). Let Q : CI Ñ CI{Kerϕ be a quotient map. We have a factorization
ϕ “ ψ ˝ Q for ψ : CI{Kerϕ Ñ A{I. By the hypothesis, ψ lifts to a unital completely
positive map ψ˜ : CI{KerϕÑ A. Then ψ˜ ˝Q is a unital completely positive lifting of ϕ
and their kernels coincide.
(ix)ñ (vii). By Theorem 3.6, there exists a complete order quotient map Φ : C1 Ñ E.
The map ϕ˝Φ : C1 Ñ A{I lifts to a unital completely positive map ψ : C1 Ñ A such that
their kernels coincide. Since KerΦ Ă Kerψ, we get that ψ induces a map ϕ˜ : E Ñ A{I
which is a unital completely positive lifting of ϕ. 
The following theorem can be regarded as an operator system version of the quotient
lemma.
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that Φ : S Ñ T is a unital completely positive surjection
for operator systems S and T . Let S0 be an operator subsystem that is dense in S,
T0 :“ ΦpS0q, and Φ0 “ Φ|S0 : S0 Ñ T0 be the surjective restriction. Then, the following
are equivalent:
(i) Φ : S Ñ T is a complete order quotient map and for any ε ą 0, k P N and a
self-adjoint element x P KerΦk, there exists a self-adjoint element x0 P KerpΦ0qk
such that x0 ` ε1 ě x;
(ii) Φ0 : S0 Ñ T0 is a complete order quotient map.
Proof. The following arguments apply to all matricial levels.
(i)ñ (ii). Choose ε ą 0 and Φ0py0q P T
`
0
for a self-adjoint y0 P S0. By the hypothesis,
there exist self-adjoint x P KerΦ and x0 P KerΦ0 such that
y0 `
ε
2
1` x P S` and x ď x0 `
ε
2
1.
It follows that
y0 ` ε1` x0 ě y0 `
ε
2
1` x ě 0.
(ii) ñ (i). Take ε ą 0 and a self-adjoint element x in KerΦ. Since S0 is dense in S,
there exists a self-adjoint element y0 in S0 such that
x´
ε
3
1 ď y0 ď x`
ε
3
1,
which implies that
Φ0p´y0 `
ε
3
1q “ Φp´y0 ` x`
ε
3
1q P T ` X T0 “ T
`
0
.
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There exists an element x0 in KerΦ0 such that
´y0 `
2
3
ε1` x0 ě 0.
From
x´
ε
3
1 ď y0 ď
2
3
ε1` x0,
it follows that x ď ε1` x0.
Let Φpyq P T ` for a self-adjoint y P S. There exists an element y0 in S0 such that
y ´
ε
3
1 ď y0 ď y `
ε
3
1,
which implies that
Φ0py0 `
ε
3
1q ě Φpyq ě 0.
There exists an element x0 P KerΦ0 such that
y0 ` x0 `
2
3
ε1 ě 0.
It follows that
y ` x0 ` ε1 ě y0 ` x0 `
2
3
ε1 ě 0.

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